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When a visual target is presented with neighboring landmarks, its location can be determined both rela-
tive to the self (egocentric coding) and relative to these landmarks (allocentric coding). In the present
study, we investigated (1) how allocentric coding depends on the distance between the targets and their
surrounding landmarks (i.e. the spatial range) and (2) how allocentric and egocentric coding interact with
each other across targets-landmarks distances (i.e. the combination rules). Subjects performed a mem-
ory-based pointing task toward previously gazed targets brieﬂy superimposed (200 ms) on background
images of cluttered city landscapes. A variable portion of the images was occluded in order to control
the distance between the targets and the closest potential landmarks within those images. The pointing
responses were performed after large saccades and the reappearance of the images at their initial loca-
tion. However, in some trials, the images’ elements were slightly shifted (±3) in order to introduce a sub-
liminal conﬂict between the allocentric and egocentric reference frames. The inﬂuence of allocentric
coding in the pointing responses was found to decrease with increasing target-landmarks distances,
although it remained signiﬁcant even at the largest distances (P10). Interestingly, both the decreasing
inﬂuence of allocentric coding and the concomitant increase in pointing responses variability were well
captured by a Bayesian model in which the weighted combination of allocentric and egocentric cues is
governed by a coupling prior.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Being able to form, maintain and update representations of
objects locations in surrounding space is mandatory for ﬂexible
and adaptive behaviors. Depending on the spatial task at hand
and on the properties of the surrounding space, human subjects
have been shown to rely on two non-mutually exclusive types of
spatial representations: (1) egocentric representations, in which
spatial locations are encoded with respect to the self and (2)
allocentric representations, in which locations are encoded with
respect to external landmarks (Burgess, 2006; Colby, 1998; Tatler
& Land, 2011).
Converging lines of evidences indicate that subjects rely on ego-
centric, gaze-centered, representations when pointing/reaching
toward the memorized locations of visual targets that were pre-
sented within neutral surrounds, i.e. in the absence of external
landmarks (Cohen & Andersen, 2002; Lacquaniti & Caminiti,
1998; Medendorp et al., 2008; Thompson & Henriques, 2011).However, it is also been shown that when visual or cognitive land-
marks are provided with the visual targets, these allocentric cues
contributes to the mental representation of the targets location
(Barry, Bloomberg, & Huebner, 1997; Carrozzo et al., 2002;
Diedrichsen et al., 2004; Krigolson & Heath, 2004; Lemay,
Bertram, & Stelmach, 2004a; Obhi & Goodale, 2005). Although
some of the earliest studies have claimed that allocentric represen-
tations dominate and can even extinguish egocentric representa-
tions in the context of memory-based actions (Hay & Redon,
2006; Lemay, Bertram, & Stelmach, 2004a; Sheth & Shimojo,
2004), more recent studies rather support the idea of a weighted
combination of these two types of spatial representation before
action execution (Byrne, Cappadocia, & Crawford, 2010), with the
weights being governed, at least partially, by the respective relia-
bility of these two types of cues (Byrne & Crawford, 2010; Byrne
& Henriques, 2013).
Cue reliability refers to the consistency of the representations
derived from that cue alone, and is generally inferred from the
reproducibility (the inverse of the variance) of the behavioral
responses produced when only that cue is available (Battaglia,
Jacobs, & Aslin, 2003; Ernst, 2006; Ernst & Banks, 2002; Girshick
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2007; Landy et al., 1995; Young, Landy, & Maloney, 1993). Among
the factors affecting the relative reliability (or weight) of allocen-
tric versus egocentric cues, the importance of the temporal delay
between targets/landmarks presentation and action execution
has been repeatedly emphasized: a greater delay increases the
weight allocated to allocentric cues, while decreasing the weight
of egocentric cues (Carrozzo et al., 2002; Chen, Byrne, &
Crawford, 2011; Hay & Redon, 2006; Obhi & Goodale, 2005;
Sheth & Shimojo, 2004; but see Schütz, Henriques, & Fiehler,
2013, for an instance of constant allocentric/egocentric weights
across time delays). In their majority, these observations are remi-
niscent to those reported for actions directed toward targets
embedded in illusory visual contexts. Landmarks producing illu-
sory biases in the targets’ perceived size or position have been
shown to exert a stronger inﬂuence on delayed actions than on
those initiated during, or immediately after, the presentation of
the illusory context (Bridgeman, Peery, & Anand, 1997; Gentilucci
et al., 1996; Goodale, Westwood, & Milner, 2004; Hu & Goodale,
2000; Rossetti, 1998).
Other factors inﬂuencing the relative weight of allocentric and
egocentric cues have been identiﬁed, such as the speciﬁcities in
the task demand (Bridgeman, Peery, & Anand, 1997), the intrinsic
stability (Byrne & Crawford, 2010) and predictability (Neely
et al., 2008) of the allocentric landmarks, or the age of the subjects
(Lemay, Bertram, & Stelmach, 2004b; Lemay & Proteau, 2003).
Surprisingly, another potentially important factor has received
little interest: the spatial distance between the visual targets and
their surrounding landmarks. Intuitively, it seems reasonable to
assume that increasing the targets to landmarks distance should
impair the precision to encode targets location relative to the sur-
rounding landmarks. To our knowledge, only Krigolson and
colleagues (2007) have addressed this question in a direct manner
with a memory guided reaching task in which the landmarks occu-
pied proximal (4), medial (6) or distal (8) locations with
respect to the visual targets during the memory encoding phase.
They found that although proximal and medial landmarks had a
beneﬁcial effect regarding the reliability of the pointing responses
(i.e. less dispersion in the pointing responses), the distal landmarks
had no noticeable inﬂuence. This result suggests that allocentric
coding is restricted to objects that are relatively close to each other
(i.e. less than 8 apart in that particular experiment). The idea of a
limited spatial range of allocentric coding is reinforced by studies
(Diedrichsen et al., 2004; Schmidt, Werner, & Diedrichsen, 2003)
showing that even when several landmarks are located within a
few degrees apart from a target, only the closest one induces dis-
tortions in reaching end-points. An apparently related ﬁnding
has been recently provided (Fiehler et al., 2014) with pictures of
natural scenes in which both the targets and landmarks depicted
real world objects. The proximal landmarks were found to inﬂu-
ence the pointing responses while the distal ones did not.
However, only the proximal landmarks were task-relevant in that
previous study so it is unclear whether these proximal landmarks
were more efﬁcient because they were closer or because more
attention was paid to them. A recent follow-up study from the
same group supports this second hypothesis (Klinghammer et al.,
2014).
It is important to note that the vast majority of the above-men-
tioned studies have relied on well controlled but highly artiﬁcial
setups in which landmarks were isolated point-like objects, simple
geometrical shapes or grid-like patterns. Even the last mentioned
study (Fiehler et al., 2014) used relatively simple breakfast scenes,
with a restricted number of visual objects on a table, and subjects
could take as much time as needed to explore those scenes. Thus,
the extent to which the accumulated knowledge can be general-
ized to more complex ecological situations remains largelyunaddressed. For instance, does allocentric coding occur when
landmarks are not provided in a neutral surround, or in relatively
simple environments but must be extracted from short glimpses
to cluttered visual scenes, such as those encountered when walk-
ing in crowded city streets? If allocentric coding does occur in
more complex ecological conditions, is its spatial range more
restricted than with artiﬁcial landmarks (Krigolson et al., 2007),
and how does it combine with egocentric coding (Byrne &
Crawford, 2010)? These questions on the spatial range and
combination rules of allocentric coding are addressed in the pre-
sent study.
We asked human subjects to perform a memory-based laser-
pointing task toward previously gazed targets, which were brieﬂy
superimposed on background images of cluttered city landscapes.
The presentation duration of both the targets and images was
200 ms, which is close to the average ﬁxation time between two
successive saccades during the exploration of natural visual scenes
(Henderson, 2003; Martinez-Conde, Macknik, & Hubel, 2004;
Rayner, 1998). Masks centered on the targets covered variable por-
tions of the images in order to control the distance between the
targets and the closest potential landmarks that are extracted from
those images. After the memory encoding phase, subjects were
required to perform a large saccade (25) during total occlusion
of the background images, which reappeared prior to the pointing
response. The images reappeared at the same location but the con-
tent was, in some trials, slightly shifted (±3) to the right or to the
left side in order to introduce a subliminal conﬂict between the
allocentric and egocentric reference frames. In the main experi-
ment, subjects received the instruction to provide an allocentric-
based judgment, i.e. to indicate where the ﬁxation target was
located within the picture, but they could rely on both allocentric
and egocentric cues (either congruent or slightly incongruent) to
perform the task. In additional control experiments, they were
required to perform the same task in conditions where only the
allocentric or egocentric cues were available. Such approach, in
which cues are tested both separately and together, has already
proven to be useful for inferring the cue combination rules in other
contexts (Battaglia, Jacobs, & Aslin, 2003; Ernst, 2006; Ernst &
Banks, 2002; Girshick & Banks, 2009; Knill, 2007; Knill &
Saunders, 2003; Körding et al., 2007; Landy et al., 1995; Young,
Landy, & Maloney, 1993).
The ﬁrst main ﬁnding of the present study is that allocentric
coding is functional in complex ecological conditions, i.e. when
potential landmarks are seen brieﬂy and must be extracted from
cluttered visual scenes. This result still holds when the closest
potential landmarks are 10 away from the target. The secondmain
ﬁnding is that although subjects are required to produce allocen-
tric-based spatial judgments, they rely on both allocentric and ego-
centric cues. Experimental results are well-captured by a Bayesian
model in which the combination of allocentric and egocentric cues
is governed both by their respective reliability and by a coupling
prior (Bresciani, Dammeier, & Ernst, 2006; Ernst, 2006).2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
Ten subjects (6 males and 4 females) performed the experi-
ment. All of them were university students (24.4 ± 4.9 years old)
and had normal or corrected to normal vision. They provided writ-
ten informed consent before participating in the study and
received a monetary reward (20 euros) at the end of the experi-
ment. This study was approved by the local ethic committee
(CLERIT, n 2014-06-06-6) based notably on its compliance with
the Helsinki Declaration and its newest (2013) amendments.
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115 colored pictures under creative common license and
depicting large and crowded city landscapes (i.e. markets, streets,
pedestrian paths, etc. . .) were picked from the web site ‘‘ﬂikr’’.
Pictures were selected for their high amount of salient objects
and had a resolution of at least 2400  1200 pixels (24-bit).
These initial pictures were cropped and resampled at 880 x 600
pixels (66  45) in order to retain only a fraction containing a
relatively homogeneous distribution of salient objects (and remov-
ing large portions of sky or other poorly informative regions).
Another set of 115 pictures was generated by taking the mirror
image of each of the cropped and resampled pictures from the
original set, producing a total set of 230 pictures. Four exemplars
of the pictures obtained after these manipulations are shown in
Fig. 1A. Each of these 230 pictures served to generate 3 largely
overlapping pictures of 800  600 pixels (60  45), which dif-
fered from each other by a horizontal shift of 40 pixels (3), as
shown in Fig. 1B. The central-most picture was used as the refer-
ence while the rightward and leftward shifted versions (±3) were
used to produce a subliminal shift of the pictures inner elements in
the incongruent conditions of the main experiment (cf. Design and
procedure).Fig. 1. (A) Exemplar images of cluttered city landscapes used in the present study. (B)
shifting the view relative to the congruent image, both 3 left (incongruent left image)
congruent image will be hold in memory for the pointing response is a red circle (0.5 diam
illustrated at the same scale. (C) Illustration of the cascade of events constituting a sing
location is to be memorized) after appearance on the screen for a random period between
ﬁxation target, image and mask all disappear and a new ﬁxation dot appears 25 away a
eyes on it for a random duration between 1 and 1.5 s. Finally, the image reappears on the
(incongruent left in this particular example). Subjects have to point toward the initial taIn the main experiment, the pictures were systematically pre-
sented in the same central portion of the screen in order to prevent
subjects noticing the shifts. Thus, in the incongruent conditions,
although the pictures inner elements were shifted horizontally,
their borders were not, inducing a potential conﬂict between the
inner landmarks and the vertical borders location. In order to mini-
mize this conﬂict, the vertical borders of all the pictures were
attenuated by partial transparency with the gray background
through alpha compositing. The blending was governed by two
vertically elongated Gaussian kernels centered on the pictures ver-
tical borders (r = 10 pixels /0.75).
2.3. Apparatus
Subjects were comfortably seated in a chair slightly inclined
backward, with their head lying on the chair headrest and a laser
pointer at hand. They were facing a very large and curved screen
subtending 180  55 of visual angle at a viewing distance of
128 cm. The room was only illuminated by the screen reﬂection.
Stimuli subtended 60  45 and were projected onto the screen
by one of three video projectors (NEC NP1250) in order to occupy
the central, left or right portion of the screen. The experiment was
controlled by the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions version 3.0Three images of 60 by 45 are created from each of the initial images by slightly
and 3 right (incongruent right image). The ﬁxation target, whose location in the
eter). Possible mask sizes surrounding the target, i.e. 0, 5, 10 or 20 diameter, are
le trial in the main experiment. Subjects start by gazing the ﬁxation target (whose
1.4 and 2 s. Then, the background image and the mask are displayed for 200 ms. The
long a random direction. Subjects must saccade to this new location and keep their
screen, either the same version (congruent) or a slightly shifted incongruent, version
rget location within the picture.
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running on an Intel Core i5 based computer.
2.4. Design and procedure
2.4.1. Main experiment with both allocentric (visual) and egocentric
(oculomotor) spatial cues
Subjects were tested individually in a memory-based laser-
pointing task, in presence of the experimenter. The sequence of
events constituting a single trial is illustrated in Fig. 1C. At the
beginning of each trial, the subjects were asked to ﬁxate a small
(0.5 diameter) red dot appearing on the screen. The position of
this ﬁxation dot was randomly selected within an imaginary rec-
tangle (30  15) centered on the middle of the screen. The ﬁxa-
tion dot was displayed for a random time between 1.4 and 2 s.
After that period, the ﬁxation dot disappeared and immediately
reappeared 25 away along a randomly selected direction.
Subjects were instructed to execute a saccade toward this new
location, and to maintain ﬁxation until the disappearance of the
ﬁxation dot, which occurred after a random duration between 1
and 1.5 s. The subjects had then to indicate the initial location of
the ﬁxation dot by pointing on the screen with a laser pointer.
They were asked to keep the pointer at this location until the
experimenter, located far behind them, clicked with an optical
mouse at the indicated location in order to record the pointing
response. One of the 230 pictures was displayed on the screen dur-
ing both the initial ﬁxation and the pointing period. During the ini-
tial ﬁxation, the picture was presented brieﬂy, for 200 ms, just
before the saccade occurs. A mask, whose diameter was randomly
selected among four possible values (0, 5, 10 and 20), sur-
rounded the ﬁxation dot, occluding a variable portion of the picture
around the center of gaze (Fig. 1B). Because the mask was always
centered on the target (the ﬁxation dot), its size determined the
target’s distance from the closest potential landmarks within the
pictures (0, 2.5, 5 and 10) independently of possible ﬂuctua-
tions in ﬁxation quality between trials. Importantly, even the big-
gest masks (20 diameter) covered only 12% of the total pictures
area, insuring that dozens of potential landmarks were still avail-
able in those conditions (as can be appreciated in Fig. 1B). This
point was important in order to insure that any decline in allocen-
tric coding with increasing mask size is more likely caused by the
targets-landmarks minimal distance rather than by a rarefaction of
available landmarks. During the pointing period, the picture was
always displayed without a mask and remained on the screen until
the end of the trial. As the same picture was displayed during the
initial ﬁxation and the pointing period, subjects could rely on dif-
ferent sources of information for pointing: (a) allocentric (visual)
information, specifying the location of the ﬁxation dot within the
picture, and (b) egocentric (oculomotor) information, specifying the
location of the ﬁxation dot with respect to the self and indepen-
dently of the picture. Importantly, however, subjects received the
instruction to indicate where the ﬁxation target was located within
the picture, which corresponds to an allocentric-based spatial
judgment. To assess the respective contribution of allocentric and
egocentric cues in that localization task, another crucial manip-
ulation was introduced. Although all the pictures displayed during
the initial ﬁxation and pointing periods occupied exactly the same
central portion of the screen, a perfect spatial overlap of the
within-picture elements was preserved in only 1/3 of the trials
(congruent conditions). In the remaining 2/3 of the trials, the pic-
ture displayed during the pointing period contained a slightly
shifted view relative to that displayed initially (Fig. 1B), either 3
to the left (1/3) or 3 to the right (1/3), introducing a subliminal
conﬂict between the locations speciﬁed by the allocentric and ego-
centric cues (incongruent conditions; cf. section ‘‘Stimuli’’).
Congruent and incongruent trials were randomly interleaved. Inthis main experiment, each subject completed 348 trials, divided
into 4 blocks, for a total duration of about 1 h. At the end of the
experiment, subjects were asked to report whether they had
noticed some displacements of the pictures between the initial
ﬁxation and pointing periods. None of them reported having
detected such displacements, which is consistent with previous
studies on visual memory (Hollingworth, 2006) and change blind-
ness (Henderson & Hollingworth, 2003).2.4.2. Control experiments with either allocentric or egocentric cues
In order to understand how allocentric and egocentric cues
interact with each other, it is necessary to assess how each type
of cue respectively contributes to the localization task. To that
end, subjects underwent two additional control experiments in
which they could only rely on the allocentric or egocentric cues.
In the ‘‘allocentric control’’, the task was identical to that of the
main experiment except that pictures were displayed either in
the left or right portion of the screen during the pointing period.
In such a case, the conﬂict between allocentric and egocentric cues
was easily monitored (±60 shift), and subjects were instructed to
estimate the location of the initial ﬁxation dot with respect to the
picture only. This ‘‘allocentric control’’ included 272 trials (68 trials
per mask size), divided in 4 blocks, and lasted about 50 min. In the
second control experiment, i.e. the ‘‘egocentric control’’, the task
was also similar, to that of the ﬁrst experiment except that pictures
were not displayed during the initial ﬁxation period. Random pic-
tures were shown during the pointing period, but did not contain
any relevant information for the task, forcing the subjects to rely
exclusively on oculomotor cues. The ‘‘egocentric control’’ included
68 trials and lasted about 10 min.2.5. Data analyses
Pointing responses, collected by the experimenter with an
infrared mouse, were ﬁrst converted from screen pixel coordinates
to degrees of visual angle with respect to the initial ﬁxation dot
location (i.e. the location to memorize). We focused our analyses
on the horizontal coordinates of the pointing responses since pic-
ture shifts occurred along that dimension in the incongruent trials
of the main experiment.2.5.1. Outliers
Outlier trials were identiﬁed for each subject and each experi-
mental condition of themain and control experiments by computing
the 25th percentile (Q1), 75th percentile (Q3) and inter-quartile
range (IQR) of the horizontal pointing response distributions.
Pointing responses below Q1 – 1.5  IQR or above Q3 + 1.5  IQR
were considered as outliers and discarded (representing 4.3% of
the overall number of trials). All the analyses described belowwere
also performedwith amore permissive criterion (3  IQR instead of
1.5  IQR; leading to <1% of outlier trials) in order to insure that our
conclusions were not critically affected by the exclusion criterion.2.5.2. Mean and standard deviation of pointing responses distributions
For each subject and each experimental condition, the mean
and standard deviation of the pointing response distributions were
computed. Mean pointing responses can reveal the existence of a
systematic cognitive or motor bias when allocentric (visual) and
egocentric (oculomotor) cues provide congruent spatial informa-
tion, but also biases in favor of one or the other type of cue when
they specify distinct locations (incongruent conditions). The stan-
dard deviations reﬂect the reliability of the localization/memoriza-
tion processes, in terms of trial-to-trial reproducibility, and thus
the noise associated to the allocentric and/or egocentric cues.
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The relative weights allocated to the allocentric (xallocentric) and
egocentric (xegocentric) cues were determined by using the differ-
ences in mean pointing locations (Dpointing) between the incongru-
ent left and incongruent right conditions. Since these two
conditions differed in terms of spatial locations speciﬁed by the
allocentric cues (Dallocentric = 6), but not the egocentric cues
(Degocentric = 0), the relative weights were computed as follow:
xallocentric ¼ Dpointing=Dallocentric ð1Þ
xegocentric ¼ ðDallocentric  DpointingÞ=Dallocentric ¼ 1xallocentric: ð2Þ
Thus, a difference in mean pointing responses matching the dif-
ference in locations speciﬁed by the allocentric cues (Dpointing = 6)
would indicate that pointing responses are based solely on allocen-
tric cues (xallocentric = 1 andxegocentric = 0). Conversely, no difference
in mean pointing responses between these conditions
(Dpointing = 0) would reveal that allocentric cues are not used for
the task (xallocentric = 0 and xegocentric = 1). Intermediate differences
in mean pointing responses (e.g. Dpointing = 3) would show that sub-
jects rely on both allocentric and egocentric cues (e.g.xallocentric = 0.5
and xegocentric = 0.5).
2.6. Modeling
Besides studying the spatial range of allocentric coding in more
ecological conditions, another aim of the present experiment was
to gain some insight about the way allocentric and egocentric cues
interact with each other. Since subjects received the instruction to
provide an allocentric-based judgment, i.e. to indicate where the
ﬁxation targets were located within the pictures, at least three
alternatives must be considered. First, the allocentric cues might
be used alone and the egocentric cues simply ignored (no combina-
tion). Second, the egocentric and allocentric cues might be com-
bined automatically for improving the localization process (full
combination). A third alternative might be that although the
allocentric and egocentric cues remain segregated, they neverthe-
less exert an inﬂuence on each other (partial combination). In order
to consider these different alternatives, the cues combination was
modeled using a Bayesian framework containing a ‘‘coupling prior’’
(Bresciani, Dammeier, & Ernst, 2006; Ernst, 2006).
Like in most previous studies on cue combination, we assume
that the sensory evidences derived from the allocentric and ego-
centric cues (xallo and xego) are independent of each other and ade-
quately described by Gaussian functions whose means, Sallo and
Sego, reﬂect the locations speciﬁed by these cues, and whose stan-
dard deviations, rallo and rego, indicate their respective sensory
noise. These sensory evidences form the likelihood function
(Fig. 2, upper row) which can be deﬁned mathematically as follow:
pðxallojSalloÞpðxegojSegoÞ / NðSallo; xallo;ralloÞNðSego; xego;regoÞ;
where N(i;l,r) is the value of the normal distribution with mean l
and standard deviation r evaluated at i.
Following the proposal of Ernst and collaborators (Bresciani,
Dammeier, & Ernst, 2006; Ernst, 2006), the ‘‘coupling prior’’ reﬂects
the previously acquired knowledge about the relevance of integrat-
ing the allocentric and egocentric cues (i.e. their probable
correspondence). This coupling prior takes the form of a Gaussian
function elongated along the identity diagonal (Sallo = Sego) with a
standard deviation rcoupling (Fig. 2, middle row):
pðSallo; SegoÞ / NðSego; Sallo;rcouplingÞ:
The combination strength of the allocentric and egocentric cues
is thus solely determined by the parameter rcoupling, and it can go
from ‘‘full combination’’ when rcoupling? 0 (Fig. 2, leftmostcolumn) to ‘‘no combination’’ when rcoupling?1 (rightmost
column), passing through partial combination regimes for inter-
mediate values (central column).
In this Bayesian framework, the ﬁnal location estimate
(revealed by the pointing responses) is obtained by reading out
the maximum of a posterior distribution (Fig. 2, bottom row),
which is formed by integrating both likelihood and prior functions
according to the Bayes’ rule:
pðSallo; Segojxallo; xegoÞ / pðxallojSalloÞpðxegojSegoÞpðSallo; SegoÞ
The inspection of Fig. 2 (bottom row) clearly shows that distinct
pointing responses are expected depending on the combination
regime dictated by the coupling prior. The next step is thus to for-
malize the model predictions in order to compare them to the
empirical pointing response distributions.
For this formalization, we strictly followed that proposed by
Körding et al. (2007; Supplementary material), with the idea of
deriving the allocentric posterior distribution through integration
along the egocentric dimension, as follows:
pðSallojxallo; xegoÞ / pðxallojSalloÞ
R
pðxegojSegoÞpðSallo; SegoÞdSego
/ NðSallo; xallo;ralloÞ
R
NðSego; xego;regoÞNðSego; Sallo;rcouplingÞdSego
/ NðSallo; xallo;ralloÞN Sallo; xego;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2ego þ r2coupling
q 
/ N Sallo;
xallor2alloþxegoðr2egoþr2coupling Þ
1
r2
allo
þðr2egoþr2coupling Þ
1 ;
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2
allo
þðr2egoþr2coupling Þ
1
q
0
@
1
A:
Since the posterior distribution is a pure Gaussian function, it
can be identiﬁed with the response distribution (Körding et al.,
2007), leading to:
pðSallojxallo; xegoÞ / pðS^allojSallo; SegoÞ
This allows deriving quantitative predictions for the means and
standard deviations of the pointing responses distributions, which
are given by the following formulas:
XpðS^allo jSallo ;SegoÞ ¼
Sallor2allo þ Segoðr2ego þ r2couplingÞ
1
r2allo þ ðr2ego þ r2couplingÞ
1 ð3Þ
rpðS^allo jSallo ;SegoÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2allo þ ðr2ego þ r2couplingÞ
1
q : ð4Þ
Since Sallo and Sego are set experimentally and rallo and rego are
empirical measures (i.e. the standard deviations of the pointing
responses in the allocentric and egocentric control experiments),
it follows that the only free parameter in the present model is
the coupling prior rcoupling.
In the present study, Eq. (3) was used to generate predictions
for the mean pointing responses in the incongruent left and incon-
gruent right conditions. Their difference corresponds to Dpointing, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 (central panel of the bottom row), from which
we computed the predicted allocentric weights based on Eq. (1).
The value of the rcoupling parameter minimizing the difference
between the model predictions and the measured allocentric
weights over the 4 different targets-landmarks distances was
determined by data ﬁtting, using a least-square procedure. In a sec-
ond step, those rcoupling values were used to generate predictions
regarding the dispersions (standard deviations) of the pointing
responses by using Eq. (4). These predicted dispersions were com-
pared to those actually measured in the main experiment. Note
that in this last procedure, predictions were derived from a fully
constrained Bayesian model (no free parameter). For both the rela-
tive allocentric/egocentric weights and the responses dispersions,
the model predictions were compared to those derived from two
special cases of cue combination: (1) the full combination case,
Fig. 2. Bayesian model of cue integration with a ‘‘coupling prior’’. In this model, the most probable pointing location corresponds to the maximum of the posterior
distribution (bottom row) which is built by combining sensory (allocentric and egocentric) evidences (likelihood function; top row) with prior knowledge regarding their
probable correspondence (coupling prior; middle row). The width of the coupling prior (rcoupling) determines the strength of the coupling, going from full combination for
rcoupling tending toward 0 (maximum likelihood estimate; leftmost column) to no combination for rcoupling tending toward inﬁnity (single cue estimate; rightmost column).
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combination case, or single cue estimate (rcoupling?1).2.7. Statistics
Parametric tests were used to assess the signiﬁcance of our
results, with a signiﬁcance level set at p < 0.05 after Bonferroni cor-
rection for multiple comparisons. For the modeling, the goodness
of ﬁt was assessed by computing the coefﬁcients of determination,
r2 = 1  SSresidual/SStotal (SSresidual: residual sum of squares between
the observed and predicted values; SStotal: total sum of squares
between the observed values and their overall mean).
Coefﬁcients of determination can be interpreted in terms of frac-
tions of the total variance explained by a model, and are thus gen-
erally comprised between 0 and 1. Negative coefﬁcients of
determination can nevertheless occur when a model describes
the data less well than a model assuming no difference between
the observed values across conditions. All the analyses were per-
formed with Matlab R2009 software and the Statistical toolbox.3. Results
3.1. Allocentric coding as a function of targets-landmarks distance
The ﬁrst objective of the present study was to assess whether
allocentric coding can be used when landmarks have to be
extracted from brief presentations of complex visual scenes, and
how is this coding impacted by the distance between those land-
marks and the visual targets. To that end, we used a memory-based
pointing task (Fig. 1) in which subjects had to point toward the
location of a previously gazed ﬁxation target embedded, for a brief
instant (200 ms), within images of complex visual scenes (citylandscapes). Masks covered variable portions (0, 5, 10 or 20 in
diameter) of the images surrounding the ﬁxation targets in order
to control the distance of the closest potential landmarks within
those images (0, 2.5, 5 or 10, respectively). Pointing responses
were performed after a large saccade (25) and the reappearance
of the background images either with exactly the same spatial con-
ﬁguration (congruent) or with a 3 shift to the left (incongruent left)
or to the right (incongruent right) of the inner images elements (and
thus of the potential landmarks). Importantly, subjects debrieﬁng
after the main experiment conﬁrmed that none of them perceived
the shifts in the incongruent conditions.
Fig. 3A shows the pointing responses recorded in the main
experiment for 3 representative subjects (lines) as a function of
mask diameter (columns). Responses for the congruent, incongruent
left and incongruent right conditions are given by the white circles,
pale leftward triangles and dark rightward triangles, respectively.
Individual responses and their overall means are signaled by small
and large symbols respectively.
It can be seen that, with increasing distance between the targets
and the closest potential landmarks (from left/yellow to right/red),
the pointing responses for the incongruent left and incongruent right
conditions tend to get closer to those measured in the congruent
condition. The congruent and incongruent conditions differ regard-
ing the locations speciﬁed by the allocentric cues (0 versus ±3),
not those speciﬁed by the egocentric cues (0 in both cases).
Thus, the progressive convergence of pointing locations toward
0 indicates that the allocentric cues become progressively less
inﬂuential (and the egocentric cues more inﬂuential) as the tar-
gets-landmarks distance increases.
Mean pointing responses for the 10 individual subjects and for
the group are shown in Fig. 3B, with similar conventions as those
used in Fig. 3A. The convergence of pointing responses toward 0
with increasing targets-landmarks distance is clearly observed
Fig. 3. (A) Pointing responses for 3 exemplar subjects (rows) as a function of the distance between the targets and the closest potential landmarks (columns). In each plot, the
horizontal/vertical pointing directions are represented for the 3 conditions of the main experiment: congruent allocentric and egocentric cues (white circles), incongruent
left: with allocentric cues shifted by 3 (pale leftward triangles) and incongruent right: with allocentric cues shifted by +3 (dark rightward triangles). The shifts are
indicated by vertical lines with the same color code. Small symbols show individual responses and large symbols represent their mean. (B) Same representation as (A) for the
mean responses of each of the 10 subjects (small symbols) and their overall mean (large symbols). Black crosses indicate the mean dispersion of the pointing responses along
the horizontal and vertical dimensions.
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only partial. Even with the largest targets-landmarks distances (5
and 10), the distributions of mean pointing responses across sub-
jects for the incongruent left, congruent and incongruent right condi-
tions show only a weak overlap: 1.47 ± 0.35, 0.06 ± 0.31,
1.46 ± 0.45 respectively for a distance of 5 and 0.81 ± 0.54,
0.12 ± 0.52, 0.96 ± 0.74, respectively for a distance of 10
(mean ± standard deviation). This point is important because it
suggests that allocentric coding is effective over the whole range
of targets-landmarks distances tested in the present study.
The extent to which allocentric cues inﬂuence the pointing
responses was quantiﬁed by computing the relative weights of
the allocentric and egocentric cues (xallocentric and xegocentric), fol-
lowing the formulas (1) and (2) provided in the Section 2. Brieﬂy,
the two weights sum to 1 and the larger the relative weight allo-
cated to one cue, the more the inﬂuence this cue exerts on themeasured pointing responses. Concentrating on the allocentric
weight, xallocentric = 1 means that pointing responses fully follow
the subliminal shifts (±3) introduced in the background images
during the incongruent conditions and, conversely, xallocentric = 0
indicates that the mean pointing responses are not affected by
the images shifts. Fig. 4A shows the relative allocentric weights
as a function of mask size for the 10 individual subjects (proﬁles
with circular symbols) as well as for the group (colored bar plot).
The dark gray regions in the bar plot indicate the relative weight
allocated to egocentric cues. It clearly appears that the weights
of the allocentric cues decrease gradually as the distance of the
closest potential landmarks increases: 077 ± 0.05, 0.64 ± 0.09,
0.48 ± 0.09 and 0.29 ± 0.14 for targets-landmarks distance of 0,
2.5, 5 and 10, respectively (mean ± standard deviation).
However, allocentric weights remain signiﬁcantly higher than 0
over the whole range of tested targets-landmarks distances (t-test
Fig. 4. (A) Relative weights of the allocentric cues as a function of the targets-landmarks distance, both for the population (colored bar plot) and for each individual subject
(line plots with circular symbols). Related egocentric weights are shown in dark gray in the population bar plot. Allocentric weights are computed as the ratio of the distance
between the mean horizontal pointing responses obtained in the incongruent left and incongruent right conditions (Dpointing) against the actual distance in location speciﬁed
by allocentric cues between these 2 conditions (Dallocentric = 6). (B) Dispersion (standard deviation) of the pointing responses in the main experiment (rallo/ego) as a function of
the targets-landmarks distance, both for the population and the individual subject, with the same conventions than in (A). Dark bars indicate the related dispersions as a
function of targets-landmarks distance in the allocentric only control experiment (rallo), while the horizontal dashed line indicates the dispersion measured in the egocentric
only control experiment (rego).
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p < 1011; distance of 2.5: t9,1 = 21.1, p < 108; distance of 5:
t9,1 = 16.68, p < 107; distance of 10: t9,1 = 6.82, p < 104), conﬁrm-
ing that allocentric coding can occur after brief exposures (200 ms)
to complex visual scenes, even when the closest potential land-
marks are located 10 away from the visual targets.
Another important aspect of the data, easily observable in
Fig. 3A, is that the dispersion of the pointing responses increases
with increasing targets-landmarks distance. Dispersion proﬁles
were obtained by averaging the standard deviations of the pointing
responses obtained in the congruent, incongruent left and incon-
gruent right conditions of the main experiment. These proﬁles of
rallo/ego are shown in Fig. 4B for the 10 individual subjects (proﬁles
with circular symbols) and for the group (colored bar plot). The
same procedure was repeated for the allocentric only control in
order to obtain dispersion proﬁles of rallo (dark gray bars in
Fig. 4B). Mean (±standard deviation) for rallo/ego and rallo across
the 4 targets-landmarks distances were, respectively, 0.46 ±
0.13, 0.90 ± 0.26, 1.22 ± 0.23, 1.40 ± 0.27 and 0.66 ± 0.28,
1.12 ± 0.25, 1.71 ± 0.28, 2.54 ± 0.47. The dispersion measured
in the egocentric only control, rego, is also indicated in Fig. 4B by
the horizontal dashed line (1.03 ± 0.22). Thus the dispersion pro-
ﬁle obtained in the main experiment lies systematically below that
of the allocentric control (i.e. rallo/ego < rallo) but only half of it is
also below the dispersion measured in the egocentric only control
(i.e. rallo/ego < rego for distances of 0 and 2.5 but rallo/ego > rego for
distances of 5 and 10).
At that point, it is important to consider that the inﬂuence of the
egocentric cues might be confounded by that of the allocentric
cues that are not shifted in the incongruent conditions: the objects
in the room, the borders of the screen and of the pictures. The
debrieﬁng with the subjects conﬁrmed that the weak illumination
of the room (only illuminated by the video-projector) and the wide
area covered by the stimulation screen (180  55) prevented the
possibility of seeing distant objects or to rely on the screen borders.
Thus, the pictures’ vertical borders are the only external landmarks
that could conﬂict with the horizontal shift of the within pictures
landmarks in the incongruent conditions. To minimize their poten-
tial inﬂuence a priori, those borders were attenuated through alpha
transparency (see Section 2). To assess their inﬂuence a posteriori, a
control analysis was carried out by splitting the trials in 2 sets
according to the targets distance from the closest pictures’ verticalborder. Trials in which the targets were the closest to the vertical
borders (mean distance ± standard deviation: 17.5 ± 1.9) and
those that were the farthest (24.0 ± 2.5) were indistinguishable
in term of both allocentric weight proﬁles and dispersion proﬁles
(Supplementary Fig. 1). This indicates that the remoteness of the
closest borders (>15), together with their transparency attenua-
tion, prevented a signiﬁcant contribution of these external land-
marks in the pointing task.
These results indicate that in the present experimental condi-
tions, the spatial representations derived from both allocentric
and egocentric cues are more reliable than those derived from
allocentric cues alone, but not necessarily more reliable than those
built from egocentric cues alone. Although this last result might at
ﬁrst appear counterintuitive, the next section will show that a sim-
ple Bayesian model can capture all the aspects of the results
described in this section.
3.2. Modeling the combination of allocentric and egocentric cues
A second objective of the present study was to gain some
insights regarding how allocentric and egocentric cues are com-
bined during this memory-based pointing task. The fact that the
pointing responses fall somewhere between the locations speciﬁed
by allocentric and egocentric cues in the incongruent conditions
indicates that subjects actually rely on spatial representations that
combine both types of cues. Moreover, the decreasing inﬂuence of
allocentric cues with increasing targets-landmarks distance is con-
comitant with a progressive loss of reliability of the allocentric
cues (dark gray bars in Fig. 4B). This last observation suggests that
the combination of allocentric and egocentric cues is at least par-
tially driven by the respective reliability of these two types of cues.
Statistically-optimal cue combination (in term of reliability of
the ﬁnal estimate) implies that the weights allocated to the differ-
ent cues are proportional to their respective reliability (more
weight is attributed to the more reliable cues). This kind of optimal
cue combination, known as maximum-likelihood estimate (MLE),
has been evidenced in many instances of sensory cue combinations
(Ernst & Banks, 2002; Hillis et al., 2004; Knill & Saunders, 2003;
Lovell, Bloj, & Harris, 2012), but recent studies suggests that it
may not necessarily hold for the combination of egocentric and
allocentric cues (Byrne & Crawford, 2010; Byrne & Henriques,
2013). In the present study, we adopted the Bayesian framework
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2006; Ernst, 2006) to address this question.
This model described in the Section 2 and illustrated in Fig. 2, is
attractive because it invokes a simple ‘‘coupling prior’’ whose value
determines the combination regime of the allocentric and egocen-
tric cues. In the case of a strong coupling prior (rcoupling? 0), the
model boils down to the classical MLE model (full combination;
Fig. 2, leftmost column). However, a weaker coupling prior allows
the cues to remain partially segregated: one can rely dominantly
on one of the cues, although the other will nevertheless exert an
inﬂuence (partial combination; Fig. 2, central column). In the case
of an increasingly weak coupling prior (rcoupling?1), the model
then describes a complete segregation of the cues that exert no
inﬂuence on each other (no combination; Fig. 2, rightmost col-
umn). Since subjects received the instruction to provide an allocen-
tric-based judgment (i.e. to indicate where the ﬁxation target was
located within the picture), they might have relied on a sta-
tistically-optimal strategy (full combination), or dominantly on
the allocentric cues with either an inﬂuence (partial combination)
or no inﬂuence of the (non-dominant) egocentric cues.
Model ﬁtting was achieved by statistical adjustment of this cou-
pling prior (rcoupling) in order to minimize the difference between
the measured and predicted allocentric weight proﬁles across the
four different mask sizes. Additionally, results of the statistical
adjustment were compared to those obtained when forcing the
model toward a full combination (rcoupling ? 0) or a no combina-
tion regime (rcoupling?1). The same procedure was applied to
the group and to each subject individually.
Fig. 5A shows the results of this procedure for the group of sub-
jects. The allocentric weights proﬁle (xallocentric) as a function of
targets-landmarks distance is given by square symbols.
Importantly, neither the single cue estimate (no combination
model; pale green curve) nor the maximum likelihood estimate
(full combinationmodel; dark green curve) can adequately account
for the allocentric weights proﬁle (coefﬁcients of determination:
r2no combination < 0; r
2
full combination = 0.15). However, introducing a single
free parameter in the model, the coupling prior (rcoupling), is sufﬁ-
cient to satisfactorily describe this proﬁle (medium green curve).
Data ﬁtting leads to a rcoupling value of 1.16 for the group and
the coefﬁcient of determination indicates that the model account
for 94% of the visual gain variance as a function of mask size
(r2partial combination = 0.94). The same procedure was repeated for each
of the 10 individual subjects with largely similar results
(r2full combination < 0; r
2
no combination < 0; r
2
partial combination = 0.75 ± 0.23;
rcoupling = 1.18 ± 0.58; mean ± standard deviation). Results for 3
representative subjects are shown in Fig. 5B (the same subjects
as those shown in Fig. 3A). Their respective ﬁtted values for rcoupling
were 1.32, 2.00 and 1.40.
In a second step, the rcoupling values obtained by data ﬁtting on
the allocentric weights were used to generate predictions about
the dispersion of the pointing responses when both allocentric
and egocentric cues are available (rallo/ego). Note that this time,
the model is fully constrained and does not contain any free
parameter. The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 5C for
the group and Fig. 5D for the same individual subjects as in
Fig. 5B. It can be seen that the coupling priors obtained by ﬁtting
the measured versus predicted allocentric weights allow describ-
ing fairly well the reliability of the pointing responses across the
different targets-landmarks, both at the group level
(r2partial combination = 0.93) and at the level of individual subjects
(r2partial combination = 0.65 ± 0.26; mean ± standard deviation). By con-
trast, neither the full combination model nor the no combination
model can adequately explain these dispersion proﬁles (negative
coefﬁcient of determinations in both cases). Importantly, disper-
sion measures are highly sensitive to the criterion used fordetecting and excluding outlier trials. The results described above
were obtained after applying a 1.5 IQR rule (see Section 2). This
rule is commonly used and resulted in excluding about 4% of the
total number of trials. To insure that our conclusions did not criti-
cally depended on this criterion, all the analyses were repeated
after applying a more permissive criterion (3 IQR) with which only
1% of the trials were excluded. The results, shown in
Supplementary Fig. 2, indicate that although the estimated disper-
sions are higher with such criterion, both the dispersion proﬁles
and the allocentric weight proﬁles keep very similar shapes and
are still nicely captured by a Bayesian model with a coupling prior.
Altogether, the results on the relative allocentric weights and on
the reliability of the combined estimates, strongly suggest that
allocentric and egocentric cues are only partially combined for
estimating the location of a previously gazed object within the sur-
rounding visual scene.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the impact of the distance
between gazed targets and the surrounding landmarks on the abil-
ity to form allocentric representations of the targets’ locations (i.e.
their locations with respect to the landmarks). To our knowledge,
only one previous study (Krigolson et al., 2007) addressed a similar
question, and it reported that allocentric coding might have a
restricted spatial range: landmarks were found to exert a beneﬁcial
inﬂuence on the accuracy of the pointing responses when located
up to 6 away from the targets, but this inﬂuence disappeared at
a distance of 8. One of our objectives was to evaluate whether this
ﬁnding holds in more ecological conditions: when landmarks are
not point-light objects presented for several seconds within an
otherwise neutral background (Krigolson et al., 2007) but must
instead be extracted from structured visual scenes within the aver-
age time of a stable ﬁxation between two successive saccades,
which is about 200 ms (Henderson, 2003; Martinez-Conde,
Macknik, & Hubel, 2004; Rayner, 1998).
In line with the idea of offering more ecological conditions, we
favored an immersive design with a wide screen and a large work-
ing space (180  55). Therefore, we could not accurately monitor
eye movements over such space. However, subjects conﬁrmed dur-
ing their debrieﬁng that they followed the task instructions with-
out any difﬁculty and the low inter-subject variability in our data
advocates that they behaved essentially in the same way, which
likely reﬂects those instructions. It is important to stress out that
possible imprecision in ﬁxation during some trials was not a criti-
cal issue here. First, trials randomization combined to the brief pre-
sentation of pictures make it unlikely that ﬁxation quality differs
across mask conditions. Second, in any given trial, the distance of
the target from the closest potential landmarks depends only on
the mask size, and not on the actual gaze position at the time of
the picture presentation.
In the present study, subjects had to extract landmarks from
cluttered city landscapes under strong temporal constraints.
These experimental conditions are a priori less favorable to the
expression of an allocentric coding than those employed by
Krigolson and colleagues (2007), since subjects were exposed to
isolated landmarks for several seconds. They are also less favorable
than those employed by Fiehler and colleagues (2014), since sub-
jects had as much time as they wanted to explore simple breakfast
scenes. However, we found evidences for an allocentric coding in
all our subjects, even when the closest potential landmarks were
10 away from the targets. Note that this 10 distance represents
a minimal estimate of the allocentric spatial range since one can-
not exclude that more distant landmarks within the pictures were
also involved in the allocentric coding. Eye movements recording
during the pointing period might help addressing this issue in a
Fig. 5. (A) Mean allocentric weights proﬁle (±standard deviation) across the 10 subjects (square symbols) and predictions derived from the Bayesian model for cases of full
combination (FULL; dark green), no combination (NO; pale green) or partial combination (PARTIAL; medium green). Prediction for the case of partial combination was
obtained by ﬁnding the value of the coupling prior (rcoupling) that minimizes the residual sum of square between the model predictions and the experimental data. (B) Same as
(A) for the 3 exemplar subjects shown in Fig. 3. (C) Mean dispersions proﬁle (±standard deviation) across the 10 subjects and predictions derived from the Bayesian model for
cases of full, no or partial combination (same color code). Here, the predictions for the partial combination model are derived from the value of rcoupling obtained by ﬁtting the
allocentric weights proﬁle (fully constrained model). (D) Same as (C) for the 3 exemplar subjects.
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range, compared to that previously reported (Krigolson et al.,
2007), as evidence that the visual system has developed special
skills for working under the constraints that it faces in natural
viewing conditions. Nevertheless, there is an alternative explana-
tion, linked to a methodological difference between the two stud-
ies for measuring the inﬂuence of the allocentric cues in the
pointing responses. Krigolson and colleagues looked at whether
representations of the targets locations were more reliable when
adding allocentric cues (leading to a reduction in pointing
responses dispersion) while we studied both the reliability and
the biases induced by introducing a subliminal conﬂict between
the allocentric and egocentric cues. The tacit assumption behind
the approach of Krigolson and colleagues is that adding visual
landmarks (providing both allocentric and egocentric cues) should
lead to more accurate spatial representations than in the absence
of landmarks (i.e. from egocentric cues alone). However, in the pre-
sent study, such an assumption would have led to conclude that
allocentric cues are inefﬁcient for targets-landmarks dis-
tancesP 5. As shown in Fig. 4B, the dispersion proﬁle obtained
with both allocentric and egocentric cues (colored bar plot)
exceeds the dispersion measured with egocentric cues alone (hori-
zontal dashed line) for targets-landmarks distancesP 5.
Nevertheless, a simple inspection of the two rightmost graphs inFig. 3C is sufﬁcient to be convinced that allocentric cues actually
bias the pointed locations for targets-landmarks distances of 5
and 10. Thus, a simple way to reconcile both studies is to assume
that the allocentric coding can occur over a wider spatial range
than suggested by the dispersion of pointing responses, but that
its combination with the egocentric coding does not necessarily
lead to a combined spatial coding which is more reliable than that
obtained with egocentric cues alone.
This point just meets the second aim of the present study,
which was to gain a better understanding of the combination rules
between the allocentric and egocentric cues. As defended in this
work, a simple Bayesian model can explain the sub-optimal
combination (in terms of reliability) of these two types of cues.
The model that we adopted was proposed by Ernst and
collaborators (Bresciani, Dammeier, & Ernst, 2006; Ernst, 2006),
and allows characterizing the inﬂuence of a non-dominant sensory
estimate over another dominant sensory estimate. Here, the terms
dominant and non-dominant characterize the sensory estimates
that are directly and non-directly relevant for the task at hand.
Indeed, in the present study, subjects were explicitly required to
indicate the remembered location of the targets within the back-
ground images, i.e. to produce an allocentric-based judgment.
Thus, in this case, the allocentric coding is considered dominant
while the egocentric coding is non-dominant. The strength of this
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prior, which determines the strength of coupling between the sen-
sory estimates, from full combination (maximum likelihood esti-
mate) to no combination (single cue estimate), passing through
partial combination (Fig. 2). We found that a partial fusion model
ﬁts nicely the proﬁles of allocentric weights across targets-land-
marks distances, both at the group level and at the level of individ-
ual subjects, while neither maximum likelihood estimates nor
single cue estimates could account for these proﬁles (Fig. 5).
Importantly, the strength of coupling determined from the allocen-
tric weight proﬁles allowed predicting with excellent accuracy the
reliability of the estimated targets’ locations, i.e. the proﬁles of
pointing response dispersions. Note that these predictions for the
dispersion were obtained from a fully constrained model, without
any free parameter. Because of this partial combination regime
with dominant allocentric cues, the reliability of the pointing
responses with both allocentric and egocentric cues is less than
what could be achieved from full fusion: it is statistically sub-
optimal. Importantly, this combination regime entails that the
reliability is always better than that measured with allocentric
cues alone, but not necessarily better than the reliability measured
with egocentric cues alone. Thus, this model can reconcile a priori
inconsistent data: adding visual landmarks can clearly bias the
pointed locations while producing no sensible beneﬁt in terms of
reliability with respect to conditions in which there are no
landmarks.
Note that the model on which we relied (Bresciani, Dammeier,
& Ernst, 2006; Ernst, 2006) is not the only one in which the cue
combination regime is governed by a prior (Körding et al., 2007;
Roach, Heron, & McGraw, 2006; Shams, Ma, & Beierholm, 2005).
Mathematically, these different models have been shown to be
very close to each other (Körding et al., 2007) and the goal of the
present study was not to determine which of them works better.
Based on the few data points to ﬁt to the models (i.e. the four tar-
gets-landmarks distances), we decided to avoid the risk of over-
ﬁtting by using the more economical one (with only one free
parameter), which offers the additional advantages of being linear
and with posterior distributions that can be directly compared to
the measured distributions of pointing responses (Körding et al.,
2007). Further studies will be necessary to test and reﬁne this
model of allocentric/egocentric cues combination. Notably, an
important prediction is that inverting the dominance of the cues,
for instance by asking the subjects to localize the targets with
respect to themselves, should modify the pattern of pointing
responses according to the predictions that can be derived from
Eqs. (3) and (4), simply by interchanging the ‘‘allo’’ and ‘‘ego’’ terms
in these equations. To test whether mathematically more complex
functions should be invoked to describe the coupling prior, it will
also be necessary to vary the amount of incongruence between
the egocentric and allocentric cues.
In a related study, Byrne and Crawford (2010) manipulated the
stability of the visual landmarks by imposing either small or large
dynamic vibrations to their spatial locations. Importantly, they
found that such manipulation did not affect the reliability of the
pointing responses based on allocentric cues alone, but it neverthe-
less impacted the weights allocated to these cues when egocentric
cues were also available (less allocentric weight with large vibra-
tions). Clearly, this result cannot be accounted for by a maxi-
mum-likelihood (full combination) model in which the weight of
each cue is solely determined by its respective reliability. Such a
model would predict constant weight for the allocentric cues (pro-
vided that the reliability of the egocentric cues is also constant).
Thus, the authors proposed that an additional landmarks-stability
heuristic contributes to the relative up- or down-weighting of the
allocentric cues relative to the egocentric ones. Such a stability
heuristic, learned through past experiences with the environment,might well be a factor shaping the coupling prior employed in the
present study. According to this view, both the distance and the
stability of the surrounding landmarks affect the weight allocated
to the allocentric cues, but while the landmarks distance impacts
directly the reliability of the allocentric cues, the stability has an
indirect inﬂuence which can be adequately captured by a coupling
prior. From a Bayesian perspective (Fig. 2), both the landmarks dis-
tance and landmarks stability impact the posterior distribution,
but the former acts on the likelihood distribution while the latter
operates through the prior distribution.
Altogether, the results of the present study indicate that visual
landmarks allow allocentric coding of targets locations over an
extended spatial range (at least 10 in diameter). Although allocen-
tric and egocentric cues interact with each other, their combina-
tion cannot be explained by a classical maximum-likelihood
model. A simple Bayesian model, with coupling prior, is shown
to capture both the relative weights of allocentric and egocentric
cues and the reliability of the spatial representations derived from
these two types of cues.
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